Mercury sport jet 90 wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of mercury outboard wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power and also signal connections between the
devices. A wiring diagram typically gives details concerning the loved one placement and also
arrangement of tools and also terminals on the gadgets, to assist in building or servicing the
gadget. A pictorial diagram would certainly show a lot more detail of the physical look, whereas
a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic symbols to stress affiliations over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is typically utilized to troubleshoot troubles as well as to make
sure that all the links have actually been made as well as that whatever exists. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A very first
take a look at a circuit diagram might be confusing, yet if you can read a subway map, you can
check out schematics. The purpose coincides: obtaining from factor A to point B. Literally, a
circuit is the course that permits electrical power to flow. If you know what to search for, it ll
become force of habit. While in the beginning you ll just be reviewing them, eventually you will
certainly begin producing your very own. This guide will show you a few of the typical icons
that you are certain to see in your future electric engineering job. Voltage: Determined in volts V
, voltage is the stress or pressure of power. This is typically provided by a battery such as a 9V
battery or mains electrical power, the outlets in your house run at V. Electrical outlets in various
other countries run at a various voltage, which is why you require a converter when taking a
trip. Current: Existing is the flow of electrical power, or more especially, the circulation of
electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps , and also can only stream when a voltage supply is
attached. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines how easily electrons can
stream via a product. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly
permit flow of activity low resistance. Plastic, wood, and also air are instances of insulators,
inhibiting the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Existing. DC is a constant
circulation of existing in one direction. DC could stream not simply through conductors, yet
semi-conductors, insulators, and also also a vacuum. Air Conditioner Alternating Present. In Air
Conditioner, the circulation of present periodically rotates in between two directions, typically
developing a sine wave. The regularity of Air Conditioning is measured in Hertz Hz , and is
typically 60 Hz for electrical energy in household as well as organisation purposes. Now s the
fun stuff. Completing an electrical design degree and after that getting a work in the field
indicates you will certainly see a whole lot a great deal a great deal of these schematics. It s
essential to comprehend precisely just what is going on with these. While they can and will
obtain very complex, these are just a few of the common graphics to obtain your footing on.
Whenever you identify your details field of electric engineering, you may see a lot more intricate
representations and also icons. You ll find out likewise that various countries utilize different
symbols. This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to
understand in an electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the
interconnections, indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively
recognized in a production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of
damage that even derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between
electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also
helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and
implemented while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the
relative position and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or
servicing the device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the
components interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components
physical locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize
interconnections over physical appearance. Vectra C Climate Control Wiring Diagram show the
circuit flow with its impression rather than a genuine representation. They only provide general
information and cannot be used to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different
equipment used within the circuit get presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose
symbols generally include vertical and horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show
the flow of the system rather than its wires. A represents the original and physical layout of
electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture with different symbols shows the exact
location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its components are shown by the pictorial to be
easily identifiable. They are often photos attached with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the
physical components. A person with a strong knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only
understand a pictorial. Vectra C Climate Control Wiring Diagram The layout facilitates
communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing
them. Quick Links. Page 4 they are to be installed has been declared in conformity with the

relevant provisions of the above mentioned Directives. All rights reserved. Reproduction in
whole or in part without permission is prohibited. Page 9 Service Away from Home Page 10 viii
Page 13 COVERAGE: Warranty coverage is available only to retail customers that purchase
from a Dealer authorized by Mercury Marine to distribute the product in the country in which the
sale occurred, and then only after the Mercury Marine specified predelivery inspection process
is completed and documented. Corrosion damage caused by improper application of copper
base antifouling paints is also not covered by this limited warranty. Page 15 8. Use of other than
Mercury Precision or Quicksilver parts when making warranty repairs. Oils, lubricants, or fluids
changed as a matter of normal maintenance is customer's responsibility unless loss or
contamination of same is caused by product failure that would be eligible for warranty
consideration. Page U. Epa Emissions Limited Warranty U. EPA Emissions Limited Warranty
Consistent with the obligations created by 40 CFR Part , Subpart B, Mercury Marine provides an
emission warranty of three years or hours of engine use whichever occurs first to the retail
purchaser, that the engine is The benefits to the consumer given by the warranty are in addition
to other rights and remedies of the consumer under a law in relation to the goods or services to
which the warranty relates. Page 19 The customer must provide Mercury Marine with a
reasonable opportunity to repair and reasonable access to the product for warranty service.
Warranty claims shall be made by delivering the product for inspection to a Mercury Marine
dealer authorized to service the product. A list of dealers and their contact details is available at
Page 20 Mercury Marine to make any affirmation, representation or warranty regarding the
product, other than those contained in this limited warranty, and if made, shall not be
enforceable against Mercury Marine. For additional information regarding events and
circumstances covered by this Page General Information If you have any questions, contact
your dealer. This manual as well as safety labels posted on the Mercury Jet Drive use safety
alerts to draw your attention to special safety instructions that must be followed. This prevents
the engine from starting when the Mercury Jet Drive is in forward or reverse. Important Safety
Information: The purpose of a lanyard stop switch is to stop the engine when the operator
moves far enough away from the operator's position to activate the switch. This would occur if
the operator accidentally falls overboard or otherwise moves away from the operator's position.
The Mercury Jet Drive is always drawing water through the water intake grate when the engine
is running. Stay away from the water intake located under the stern back of the boat and never
insert an object into the water intake or water outlet nozzle while the engine is running. By itself,
CO is odorless, colorless, and tasteless, but if you can smell or taste engine exhaust, you are
inhaling Early symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning, which are similar to the symptoms of
seasickness and intoxication, include headache, dizziness, Install one or more carbon
monoxide detectors in your boat. Although the occurrence is rare, on a calm day, swimmers
and passengers in an open area of a stationary boat that contains, or is near, a running engine
may be exposed to a hazardous level of carbon monoxide. However, when this activity is done
with sufficient speed to force the boat hull partially or completely out of the water, certain
hazards arise, particularly when the boat enters the water. Acquire and read the installation,
operation, and maintenance manuals for all your selected accessories. Page 35 Prepare other
boat operators. Instruct at least one other person onboard in the basics of starting and
operating your Mercury Jet Drive, and boat handling, in case the driver becomes disabled or
falls overboard. Passenger boarding. Stop the engine whenever passengers are boarding,
unloading, or are near the back stern of the boat. Manufacturers that use standards different
than these, such as equivalent MCA, do not meet Mercury Marine battery requirements. Page
Fuel And Oil Fuel Additives To minimize carbon deposit buildup in the engine, add Mercury or
Quicksilver Quickare Fuel Treatment to the engine's fuel at each tank fill throughout the boating
season. Use the additive as directed on the container. Tighten the fill cap. The bilge siphon is
working whenever the engine is running above idle speeds. Maximum performance of the bilge
siphon is realized above RPM. Continuous six second beep: Indicates a critical engine
condition. Depending on the condition, the Engine Guardian system may engage and protect
the engine by limiting power. You should return to port immediately and contact your servicing
dealer. Page 45 2. Engage the throttle. If the engine does not respond, repeat step 1. A few of
the functions the instrument package will display are engine RPM, coolant temperature, oil
pressure, water pressure, battery voltage, fuel consumption, and engine operating hours. Prime
the oil injection pump on new or rebuilt engines or after performing maintenance on the oiling
system. Refer to Priming the Oil Injection Pump for instructions. Prestarting Checklist Ensure
that you are familiar with safe navigation, boating, and operating procedures. Page Special
Operating Instructions The jet drive works by drawing water up through the bottom water intake
and directs it to the rear for forward thrust. The Mercury Jet Drive has a steerable rudder that
can direct the jet thrust to the right or left. If the engine stops or the water flow is blocked, this

will stop the jet thrust causing the boat to slow to a stop. Do not spray Corrosion Guard on the
corrosion control anodes. Coating the anodes with Corrosion Guard will reduce the
effectiveness of the anodes. Before starting, operate the bilge blower for at least five minutes to
remove explosive fumes from the engine compartment. Never start or run the power package
without water circulating through the cooling system. Shift the jet drive into neutral. Do not
advance the throttle speed past idle for starting. Dual handle Single handle 5. For initial start of
a new engine or for an engine that ran out of fuel or was drained of fuel, fill the fuel system as
follows: a. The drive impeller continues to rotate and the boat may tend to creep in one
direction. Use caution whenever the engine is running. Page Maintenance Mercury recommends
using original Mercury Precision replacement parts and lubricants. Page 55 Drain and replace
the stator housing lubricant. Refer to Stator Assembly Lubricant. Refer to Alternator Belt
Inspection. The rock grate is intended for use if operating the jet drive in rocky, shallow
conditions. Apply Loctite Threadlocker to the threads of the screws. Tighten the screws to the
specified torque. If any of these conditions are found, the fuel line must be replaced. Disconnect
the wire from the bottom of the filter. Remove the filter a by turning the filter in the direction of
the arrow clockwise. Tip the filter to drain the fluid into a suitable container. Page Corrosion
Control Anodes Anodes help protect the Mercury Jet Drive against galvanic corrosion by
sacrificing their metal to be slowly eroded instead of the Mercury Jet Drive metals. Anodes a a a
All anodes require periodic inspection, especially in saltwater. To avoid damaging the spark
plug boots, do not use any sharp object or metal tool to remove the spark plug boots. To
accurately diagnose a faulty plug, inspect the precious metal on the plug's electrode. If no
precious metal is visible, replace the plug. Set the spark plug gap. Inspect the expansion
chamber gasket on the adapter plate. Do not remove the gasket from the adapter plate. Replace
if damaged. Install the expansion chamber. Tighten the mounting nuts to the specified torque.
Push the cover down onto the alignment pins and onto the air intake tube for the air
compressor. Attach the retaining strap to the cover. Secure the filter with the retainer. Remove
the cap from the boat's flush adapter. The adapter may be mounted to the hull or in the engine
compartment. Page Drive Housing Lubricant In either case, have the drive housing checked by
your authorized Mercury Marine dealer. Water in the lubricant can cause premature gear or
bearing failure or, in freezing weather, damage to the drive housing. Water in the lubricant can
cause premature bearing failure or, in freezing weather, damage to the stator. Page Bilge Siphon
Inspection 8. Check that the bottom edge of the reverse gate is above the outside diameter of
the rudder. If the reverse gate is below the outer diameter of the rudder, do not operate the boat.
See an authorized Mercury Marine dealer for proper adjustment. Inspect the hole in the siphon
break for blockage. Clean with a small wire if necessary. Ensure that the siphon break is
secured above the waterline. Submerged Power Package A submerged power package requires
prompt service by an authorized dealer after recovery. The following storage procedures should
be followed to prepare your Mercury Jet Drive for out of season storage or prolonged storage
two months or longer. Using the flushing adapter, start the engine and allow the engine to run at
idle speed for 10 minutes to allow the treated fuel to fill the fuel system. Refer to , preceding.
Refer to Maintenance. Page Owner Service Assistance Stolen Power Package If your power
package is stolen, immediately advise the local authorities and Mercury Marine of the model and
serial numbers and to whom the recovery is to be reported. This information is maintained in a
database at Mercury Marine to aid authorities and dealers in the recovery of stolen power
packages. If you ever have a problem, question, or concern about your power package, contact
your dealer or any authorized Mercury dealership. If you need additional assistance: 1. Be sure
to save all work orders and receipts. Date Maintenance Performed Engine Hours This manual is
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information available at time of publication. Exhaust Bellows Clamps 50 lb. Powerhead to Pump
20 lb. Powerhead to Pump 35 lb. Addition Flat 60 degrees It is assumed that these personnel are
familiar withthe installation procedures of these products, or like Steering Cable Mountingor

similar products manufactured and marketed by Bracket Screws lb. Mercury Marine. Forward
Stop Screw lb. We have not un- Drive Housing Cover to Drivedertaken any such wide
evaluation. Therefore, Housing fasteners 35 lb. Serial Number Decal Location conditions. A
serial number decal is located on the flywheel cov-er. Be sure battery cable installation
meetsIMPORTANT: The Pump Unit Serial Number stick- the pull test requirements and that
positive bat-er must be taken out of the envelope affixed to the tery terminal is properly
insulated in accordancepump unit and applied to the flywheel cover de- with regulations. It is
recommended required in someare different and unique. The engine serial number is states that
battery be installed in an enclosedlocated aft of the flywheel cover. The pump unit serial case.
Refer to regulations for your area. Select a battery that meets all of the followingcable hole on
the port side of the pump housing. Reserve capacity rating of at least min- c XX utes. Battery
should be lo- cated as close to engine as possible. Use electrical grade resin flux solder only.
Do not use acid flux solder, as it may cause corrosion and a subsequent failure. Boat
Construction combustion chambers and severely damage the engine. Care must be exercised in
the design and construc- The engine must be properly located to ensure thattion of the engine
compartment. Seams must be lo- water will not enter the engine through the exhaustcated so
that any rain water or splash, which may leak system. Determine the correct engine height by
tak-through the seams, is directed away from the engine ing measurements a and b , with boat
at rest in theand carburetor cover. Also, the passenger compart- water and maximum load
aboard. Subtract b fromment drainage system should not be routed directly a to find c. If c is
less than specified in chart, boatto the engine compartment. Water that runs on or is
construction must be altered to properly lower water-splashed in the carburetor cover may
enter the line relative to exhaust elbow. Pressure differential outside en-gine compartment
versus inside engine compart- a - From Waterline to Top of Transomment should not exceed 2
in. Remove plastic plug from fuel inlet fitting. Attach fuel line to fuel fitting with hose clamp.
Inspect forExhaust System fuel leaks. Fuel tank should be mounted below carburetor s
manufacturer, or installing dealer, to properly level if possible or gravity feed may cause
car-locate the engine. Improper installation may buretor fuel inlet needle s to unseat, and
floodingallow water to enter the exhaust manifold and may result. Fuel pickup should be at least
1 in. On installations requiring long lines or numerous etc. A typical jet boat of this nature will
see water fittings, larger size lines should be used. Therefore, precau- tions must be taken to
avoid ignition failure due to5. Fuel line should be installed free of stress and shorting out of
ignition components. Sharp bends in fuel line should be avoided. A flexible fuel line must be
used to connect fuel Sudden stopping of engine shorting ignition line to engine fuel pump to
absorb deflection components while boat is underway will cause when engine is running. This
loss of steering control may cause property dam A primer bulb is not necessary with this
applica- age, personal injury or death. If a primer bulb is used, it must be Coast Guard approved
for inboard engine applications. A warning horn must be incorporated in the wiring harness see
wiring diagram to alert the user of an overheat or low oil condition. Route instrumentation
wiring harness back to engine, making sure that harness does not rub or get pinched. If an
extension harness is required, be sure to secure connection properly. Fasten harness es to boat
at least every 18 in. CAUTIONIf a fused accessory panel is to be used, it is rec-ommended that a
separate circuit properlyfused be used from the battery to the fuse panelwith sufficient wire size
to handle the intendedcurrent load. Theelectrical load of the boat should not exceed
thiscapacity. WARNINGThe jet drive comes equipped with a standard stain- Failure to limit
steering cable travel at the helmless steel impeller which allows the engine to operate could
pre-load the cable resulting in prematurein its specified operating range. This loss of steering
could cause prop-If a different impeller is installed in place of the stan- erty damage, personal
injury or death. This control has been qualified by Mercury to steering arm. Shift Loads
Transmitted Through the Shift A locking tab is provided by Mercury to be used with Cable a
cable having threads and locknuts located Contact Mercury Marine Distribution for availability
ofthis control box. It should be sealed against water intrusion,protected against corrosion and
be able to withstandthe shift loads imparted on it by the reverse gate. Follow shift cable
adjustment procedure for properadjustment. The other end must have Mercurystyle connectors.
Follow throttle cable adjustment procedures forproper adjustment. Sport Jet Hull Dimensions 1.
There are three areas of concern: 3. Flatness and thickness of the area around the hull cut out
for proper grommet sealing see drawing on next page. Size Min. Installing Jet Pump 2. Spray
soapy water on tunnel grommet, both side foam exhaust seals a ride plate seal b and sides of
boat tunnel. Hull Cutout! Measure cut-out thickness and overall dimensions before at-tempting
a Jet Pump installation. Install tunnel grommet a in cut-out of boat. Three different size
grommets are available de- pending on cutout thickness. Route steering cable b through port
side hole a â€”0. Install jet pump a by pushing unit through open- Steering Cable Adjustment

ing in tunnel grommet b. Ride plate seal should fit snug in boat tunnel without any gaps along
pe- 1. Loosen steering cable thru-hull fitting. Pull steer- rimeter. Attach steering cable mounting
bracket b to cable d using two 2 nuts a and one tab washer e. This is the preliminary coarse
adjustment. Tighten nuts securely, bend washer against flats of each nut. Install gasket and
cover d on jet pump. Align holes in cover with locating pins in housing and c b secure with four
4 M10 x 1. Apply Loctite red to three 3 screws c and attach bracket b to pump housing. Torque
screws to lb. Torque housing cover nuts c to 35 lb. Center rudder assembly on nozzle. If
additional adjustment is required, the steering cable can be re-adjusted as described in step 1.
Thread jam nut a and cable end adaptor b on preceding. Be sure to tighten nuts and bend tab
steering cable. Attach steering cable to steering arm with bolt a and locknut b. Tighten steering
cable thru-hull fitting a from in- side boat to prevent any leaks. Center steering wheel by turning
wheel lock to lock and positioning wheel midway between locks. Adjust cable end adaptor a
until thru-hole in adaptor lines up with threaded hole in steering arm b. This is the steering
cable fine adjustment. Cable end adaptor MUST be installed on steering cable a minimum of
nine 9 turns. Tighten jam nut against adaptor. WARNINGFailure to install cable end adaptor on
steeringcable a minimum of nine 9 turns could result inloss of steering control of boat, personal
injury,or death. Shift Cable Adjustment 2. Mount shift cable adjustment bracket a to stator with
screws b and locking tab c. The shift cable is adjusted so that thereverse gate is not pre-loaded
against the stop in aforward or reverse. Install shift cable end b in slot of reverse gate a and
secure with clevis pin c , washer d , and cot- ter pin e. Bend over ends of cotter pin. Install shift
cable and secure with clamp a , tabb - Shift Cable Endc - Clevis Pin lock b , and two 2 screws c
making sure thatd - Washer thru-hole e in swivel is located below cable. Thee - Cotter Pin radius
portion of the tab lock b must face to- wards the reverse gate. Torque screws to 50 lb. Bend tabs
d over flats of screw heads. Shift remote control to forward. Adjust shift cable bracket c so that
reverse gate touches forward stop but does not pre-load shift5. Position reverse gate a with
cupped edge at or cable. Torque bracket screws d to 50 lb. Bend locking tabs against flats of
screw head. Loosen forward stop screw a and rotate forward 8. Shift remote control to reverse.
Loosen reverse stop screw e and rotate stop lo- til it just contacts reverse gate b. Torque
forward cated on starboard side of nozzle clockwise until stop screw to lb. Torque screw to lb.
IMPORTANT: Check that upper edge of reversegate does not interfere with steering arm
attach-ing screws throughout steering range whenreverse gate is in the forward position.
Tighten shift cable thru-hull fitting a from inside follows: boat to prevent any leaks. Shift control
box to forward gear. Pivot reverse gate up and down using light pressure. Gate should be able
to move within a the clearance between the shift cable end and clevis pin a. If not, gate is
pre-loaded against the stop. Repeat steps 2 through The bilge siphon is working whenever the
engine is running. Two hoses are attached to the jet pump nozzle. The hoses are routed to the
engine a compartment and placed on each side of the jet tun- nel. Water exiting the nozzle
creates a suction or vac- uum in the hoses creating the bilge siphon. Installing Bilge Siphon 1.
Attach the two hoses supplied to the hose barbs located at the center rear of the drive housing
cov- er. Attach the hoses to the transom with the hose c. Shift control box to reverse and repeat
step b. IMPORTANT: After any adjustments are madeshift control box through entire range and
re-check reverse gate clearance to rudder step 5preceding and reverse gate stops step NOTE:
Be sure shift cable swivel does not interfere 8 in. Installing Powerhead 7. Secure powerhead to
drive housing cover with four 4 M10 x1. Remove exhaust bellows a from exhaust elbow b
Torque fasteners following the torque se- and install on drive housing cover b. Repeat torque
sequence to ensure2. Check that o-rings c are in drive housing cover all fasteners retain their
torque. Lubricate drive shaft splines with anti-corrosion grease. Lower powerhead on drive
housing cover. Torque clamp screws on exhaust bellows to 50 lb. Connect water line hose to
fitting a on drive a - M10 x 1. Snug nut with wrench then tighten nut one additional flat 60
degrees. Attach positive and negative battery cables to starter solenoid and engine ground
respectively. Coast Guard regulation 33 CFR Attach remote control harness plug b to engine
Throttle Cable Adjustment harness plug. With towershaft in the idle position and remote control
in neutral with no throttle advance , rotate throttle cable barrel until it lines up with barrel retainer a. Turn cable barrel an additional 1 to 2 a turns to pre-load cable. Insert cable in retainer
and close retainer cover. Attach throttle cable to towershaft arm a with washer and cotter pin.
Connect engine negative â€” battery cable usu- ally black to negative â€” battery terminal. Make
sure that all battery terminal connections are tight; then, spray terminals with a battery connection sealant to help retard corrosion. Some states require that the positive battery ter- minal
be properly insulated. Oil Injection System 4. Temporarily connect battery cable leads making
sure all leads are connected correctly. Iflons of fuel. Mount the oil reservoir in a suitable
location. Fill the reservoir with recommended two cycle oil. If the warninghigher than the oil
pump. Oil is gravity fed to the does sound, there is a problem with the floatoil pump. Make sure

the switch is mounted in a verti Connect reservoir oil hose a to inlet barb on oil cal position.
Follow the oil line from the reservoir to the oil pump. There should be no air in the line. If air is
present, loosen bleed screw and bleed air out un- til oil is present. Tighten bleed screw. Secure
oil inlet hose at oil pump and oil reservoir with sta-straps provided. The oil injection system b is
now operational. Check Oil Pump Adjustment c 1. Move towershaft to the Wide Open Throttle
posi- tion. Inspect oil pump alignme
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nt mark with the oil pump lever. Adjust oil pump link rod to align with a the last mark. Low oil
switch in reservoir is wired as follows: a. Connect the black lead to a good engine ground.
Adjust oil pump link rod as required. Ride Plate Adjustment 3. Install necessary shims between
ride plate and stator bosses a. NOTE: The trailing edge of the ride plate can beadjusted to act as
a trim tab in certain boat applica-tions to correct porpoising, etc. Itwill be necessary to remove
ride plate and installit in a holding fixture. Remove two 2 ride plate-to-stator screws a , and eight
8 ride plate-to-pump housing screws b. Apply loctite blue to all ten 10 ride plate screws and
install. Torque to 75 lb. Bend trailing edge of ride plate at notches a to appropriate level. You
just clipped your first slide! Clipping is a handy way to collect important slides you want to go
back to later. Now customize the name of a clipboard to store your clips. Visibility Others can
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